The 18th International Conference on Behçet’s Disease

13-15 September 2018, de Doelen ICC Rotterdam
Rotterdam, the Netherlands
We invite you to Rotterdam
As the only recognized Center of Excellence on Behçet’s disease in the Netherlands we, the Erasmus Medical Centre, would like to invite you to join us in Rotterdam for the 18th International Conference on Behçet’s Disease.

It is the first time for Rotterdam to host the International Conference on Behçet’s Disease. We are honored and proud to welcome you to our beautiful and vibrating city, that has a ranking in the top-10 of most exciting city of the world.

As the main event in the world of Behçet’s disease, the conference provides high quality contributions on a wide range of topics including basic immunology, genetics and clinical innovations. Challenging issues and updates on new therapeutic strategies are always of great value for the participants of this congress to improve the care of Behçet’s patients. This will also give young physicians an opportunity to share experiences with experts in this field. To challenge our honorable members we will invite distinguished speakers on the topics innate immunity, genetics, clinics, including innovative therapies.

Refreshingly Dutch, remarkably international
Rotterdam is an innovative city known for the international harbour, worldwide renown universities & research institutes and home to 170 cultures. The city centre can be reached via direct train in 25 minutes from Schiphol International Airport and Rotterdam The Hague Airport is only 10 minutes drive. Within the compact city centre 2,500 bedrooms are within walking distance of de Doelen ICC Rotterdam, the venue for this conference.

Contact information
Dr. Jan van Laar
Erasmus Medical Center
Department of Internal Medicine and Immunology
Rotterdam, the Netherlands
icbd2018rotterdam@gmail.com

Prof. dr. Martin van Hagen
Erasmus Medical Center
Department of Internal Medicine and Immunology
Rotterdam, the Netherlands
icbd2018rotterdam@gmail.com

Rotterdam.
MAKE IT HAPPEN.